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What Is Presidency ? /Intro

The presidency is an administration of the executive, the group regulatory and administration element that exist 
around an office of president of a state or nation. Although frequently the executive part of government, and 
regularly exemplified by a solitary chosen individual who holds the workplace of “president” practically 
speaking, the administration incorporates a considerably bigger group of individuals, for example, chiefs of 
staff, advisors, and other civil servants. Although frequently driven by a single person, presidencies can also be 
of a collective nature. Contributory risk and misrepresentation might be the two most normal approaches to end 
up expelled from term of office or potentially to counteract re-appointment. 



FINDINGS PART 1!!

The race of a president can disrupt the tide of a nation’s social structure with their sphere of influence and cause a social
outbreak

Factors such as the political party involvement  , race, and personal background can play a role in the president's decisions to
be made , and interactions with the public

Due to the united states history between african americans and caucasians, Barack Obama’s racial background affected the 
country causing many racially motivated incidents, such as, Assassin chants or cross-burnings. Obama's interactions with 
congress shield the racial ties as he scores poorly with congress; primarily dominated by the Republican Party (majority 
support white-Americans). As all American presidents should, Barack Obama strived to uplift social fairness and equality 
throughout the country no matter the ethnicities of americans, but this may not have been the case for all presidents. His 
successor, Trump has a different vision for Americans as he continued the conversation on race with his “Muslim band.” As 
a self proclaimed nationalist , his vision of america doesn’t include all boiling pot of all cultures and religions .



FINDINGS PART 2!!

Presidents are often praised for the country’s gains and faults where they may not 
influence. 

An economy of a nation is often referred to as an executives undoing. But public policy 
is all they have control of and tend to influence the economy. Presidents are forced to 
deal with congress or another branch of government whom actually set tax rates and 
appropriate money. Presidents reforms are usually never implemented but nevertheless 
take up recognition of the high and lows of the economy.



Interview ? 

Do you feel that the presidency is crucial to a nation ? 

Tara : “ yes because they help create reforms “

Tyree : “ yes because we need a figure to uphold the unity of the nation “

Tyla “ no because they conflict other nations to cooperate with us “



What?/Why?/What?

What you found interesting about you topic ?

- This topic was intriguing to me because I’ve always seen the presidency as the most crucial and memorial part 
of any nation. Interacting with individuals of diverse backgrounds and political perspectives, I turned out to be 
exceptionally fascinated with the job of government in the public eye. With the presidency being the popular 
portion of the three branches, it caught my eye. In turn I will  know the nation better, and be prepared for the next 
presidential election (my first time voting).

Why you were interested about your research ?

- I was interested in my research because it was the most relatable , and it was a topic i had prior knowledge on 
that I would be able to expand upon my research on the topic .



What ? continued / Learn anything new ?

What you planned on doing in the future ?

- I plan on participating in the next presidential election to partake in my 
right to vote 

Did you learn anything new that you can compare to previous research ?

- None of my current findings were relatable to one another but they all 
strengthened my knowledge about the president and the administration 
behind him



Conclusion

In brief, I’ve discovered the scope of obligations would recommend that the office of 
head of state is a critical one as these obligations are fundamental in keeping up the 
country’s political solitary and ensuring the protective forces. In any case, the 
significance of the office is more permanent than that and can not in the slightest be 
joined with the obligations of some other high office or capacity.
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Summary 

My presentation was about how presidency upholds the nation and create a 
unitary symbol of peace and law . The presidency is devoted to leading our 
country into a positive future . Between different presidents the structure and 
goals of the presidency change but they all in turn make up a powerful branch 
which ensures political solitary and protective forces . 
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